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Pablo Ruiz de Garibay 



Your enquiry 7 mensajes Andrew Morrow  Para: "[email protected]" 



25 de marzo de 2014, 1:59



15/04/2014 07:43 a.m.
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Hi Mr Ruiz de Garibay,



Thank you for your enquiry.



To get you started I’ll give you some general information on the application process and an occupation which MAY be relevant. It is ultimately up to the applicant to nominate an occupation which bets fits there situation.



General information



VETASSESS Skills Recognition - General Occupations requires applicants to hold: a qualification which is assessed at the required educational level, in a highly relevant field of study to the nominated occupation. In addition to this, at least one year of employment completed at an appropriate level over the last five years in a field highly relevant to the nominated occupation is required for all nominated occupations. For some occupations, if the qualification/s has a shortfall in content relevance, either one or two years of additional such employment is required.



Recent Australian graduates applying for a 485 visa do not require employment to obtain this visa, but will need to have worked in their nominated occupation for at least 12 months before they are eligible for a full Skills Assessment which can be used to support an application for Permanent Residency. Employment must be post qualification, at the appropriate skill level and performing tasks which are highly relevant to the nominated occupation to be considered.



Please see our website for the list of occupations and further information at http://www.vetassess.com.au



Applicants can find out more about their nominated occupations from the following sites. Please note that these give an indication of the major tasks and qualifications required, and may include information which is not relevant to our assessment process, such as licensing and registration requirements.



VETASSESS http://www.vetassess.com.au The Department of Immigration and Border Protection http://www.immi.gov.au/asri The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) – note this contains all occupations, not only those available for migration (information on ANZSCO and ASCED) http://www.abs.gov.au Job Guide http://www.jobguide.education.gov.au/



VETASSESS does not currently have any IELTs requirements, you will need to consult the Department of Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP) for advice on what level is required for your particular visa category. 15/04/2014 07:43 a.m.
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Pablo Ruiz de Garibay  Para: Andrew Morrow 



11 de abril de 2014, 20:52



Hi Mr. Morrow, First of all, I will like to thank you for responding the previous mail I have sent to you, was well detailed and very easy to understand. In the other hand, I will like to ask you some questions about qualification's assessment that came into my mind this week, meanwhile I was looking through a bunch of old documentation papers I have and never occured to me to look for it. 1- I have done 2 courses of 30hs each. Course "A" was about "Mechanical Design in CATIA V5" (a CAD software) and course "B" was a course named "Body in White Stamping Fundamentals for Tooling". Both courses were taken in October 2008 and since that date, I am still in the automotive field working as a Mechanical Draftsman/Designer (currently Renault Argentina). Can I assess this 2 Qualifications instead of my Industrial Designer Degree? I am thinking of this because of the relationship between the Qualification and the current Occupation. 2- If so, both qualifications do you see convenient to assess or just 1 will do?. This way, I can prove 6 years of work experience ,... I hope :).



Thanks very much for your time. Sincerely yours. Pablo Ruiz de Garibay



2014-03-25 1:59 GMT-03:00 Andrew Morrow : [El texto citado está oculto]



Andrew Morrow  Para: Pablo Ruiz de Garibay 



13 de abril de 2014, 20:16



15/04/2014 07:43 a.m.
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Hi Pablo,



For a group B occupaon (as menoned) the assessment minimum is the equivalent of an AQF bachelor degree - this is generally a three year full-me course of study.



It is not possible to say deﬁnitely without detailed examinaon of awards, bit is unlikely that the cerﬁcates menoned would contribute to the educaon assessment even if they had relevance to the occupaon because they are likely to fall short of this requirement.



If your bachelor degree (assuming it is the equivalent of an AQF bachelor degree) is not highly relevant, you will require three years of highly relevant work experience, rather than one (if your award was considered highly relevant)



Hope that helps



Regards



Andrew



From: Pablo Ruiz de Garibay [mailto:[email protected]] Sent: Saturday, 12 April 2014 9:53 AM To: Andrew Morrow Subject: Re: Your enquiry [El texto citado está oculto]



Note: This message is for the named person's use only. It may contain confidential, proprietary or legally privileged information. No confidentiality or privilege is waived or lost by any mistransmission. If you receive this message in error, please immediately delete it and all copies of it from your system, destroy any hard copies of it and notify the sender. You must not, directly or indirectly, use, disclose, distribute, print, or copy any part of this message if you are not the intended recipient. VETASSESS and any of its subsidiaries each reserve the right to monitor all e-mail communications through its networks. Any views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, except where the message states otherwise and the sender is authorized to state them to be the views of any such entity. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify [email protected]



-- This email was scanned by VETASSESS mailfilter. --



15/04/2014 07:43 a.m.
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Pablo Ruiz de Garibay  Para: Andrew Morrow 



14 de abril de 2014, 12:03



Hi Andrew, Thanks very much for the information. Now, the problem comes when I have to validate my work experience, this is, pre-qualification since I graduated (Industrial Design) a month ago. Does this pre-qualification experience can be of any use?. Thanks a lot for your support. Yours sincerely. Pablo RdG 2014-04-13 20:16 GMT-03:00 Andrew Morrow : [El texto citado está oculto]



-Pablo Ruiz de Garibay Diseñador Industrial - Desarrollo e Ingeniería de Producto Idea Prima Andrew Morrow  Para: Pablo Ruiz de Garibay 



14 de abril de 2014, 19:30



15/04/2014 07:43 a.m.
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Hi Pablo, Link below explains the pre-qual requirements for group B h*p://www.vetassess.com.au/download/qualiﬁcaon_assessment/pre-and-postqualiﬁcaon%20employment.pdf?id=150420140810AM Basically you need to have 5 years of highly relevant work (pre-qual) before you are gaining any me period for assessment purposes. The 5 years goes towards meeng the ‘skill level’, then you build up assessable me (pre-qual) Have a read through it – its pre*y straigh


Best Regards



Andrew



From: Pablo Ruiz de Garibay [mailto:[email protected]] Sent: Tuesday, 15 April 2014 1:03 AM [El texto citado está oculto] [El texto citado está oculto] [El texto citado está oculto]



 Para: Andrew Morrow 



14 de abril de 2014, 20:48



15/04/2014 07:43 a.m.
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Hi Andrew, I have the pre-qualification work requirements (6 years) for Group B, but my doubt resides in whether my "Industrial Design" qualification is in a highly relevant field of my occupation (Mechanical draftsperson) according to your evaluation criteria. If that is not the case, as you pointed out in the first mail ("If the degree is not in a highly relevant field, three years of employment ..."), these 3 years of additional work experience non-highly related to my qualification can be pre-qualification experience as it is my case?. So, do you see a chance (in your opinion) to get a positive outcome with my situation? Just a draft opinion so I can be more sure if I can submit my assessment to VETASSESS or not. I know I ask a lot of questions, thanks for your patience Andrew. Sincerely yours. Pablo RdG



2014-04-14 19:30 GMT-03:00 Andrew Morrow : [El texto citado está oculto] [El texto citado está oculto]



Andrew Morrow  Para: Pablo Ruiz de Garibay 



14 de abril de 2014, 20:57



15/04/2014 07:43 a.m.
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Hi Pablo,



We cannot give you an opinion.



In theorecal terms – if your degree meets AQF requirements for the group – BUT is not highly relevant to your nominated occupaon.



You need 3 years of highly relevant experience to your nominated occupaon.



IF you have 6 years pre-qual (providing it is highly relevant to your nominated occupaon )– this will provide one year for assessment purposes. You need two more post qual in the last 5 years to make up the three required.



All employment contribung to the pre-qual , qualifying period (5 years) AND the rest, must all be highly relevant to your nominated occupaon.



Hope that helps



Regards



Andrew



From: Pablo Ruiz de Garibay [mailto:[email protected]] Sent: Tuesday, 15 April 2014 9:49 AM [El texto citado está oculto] [El texto citado está oculto] [El texto citado está oculto]



15/04/2014 07:43 a.m.
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